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Matters proposed, discussed, or decided
Tiffany Beus welcomed the council to this month’s
SCC meeting. Sharla Barber went over minutes from
January’s meeting.
Tiffany Beus attended the District SCC Meeting and
talked about what was discussed with us. Some of
the new Bills were discussed and a new elementary
school being built in Payson was announced. The ALC
building will be moved from Springville to Salem and
will be called The Peak Center. More information
was given regarding the middle school plan passing
and will be on schedule for 2020.
Dave McKee handed out the Trust Land proposals
from our school. He went over the budget with
members discussing what we money we have and
how much we need to spend. He also gave out an
explanation of the proposals, why they are needed
and what they are needed for. The council looked
over the budget and asked questions about areas of
concern. The council slimmed down the costs from
the proposal and discussed possible funds being
matched for some of them through the Nebo
Foundation. Matt Barber motioned to support #6 with
matching funds from the foundation but supporting
#5. #8 going to use partial money, eliminating #13, 22,
23, 24, and 25. Whatever money is left we will be
applying to chromebooks. Dave will bring a new
spreadsheet with the changes next month and we
may adjust some of the extra funds to other areas
that may need it. The motion was seconded by Deon
Youd and all were in favor.
Matt Barber said the SF app was a little too late to
get it to the baseball team in time for their
fundraisers. He was also not able to get enough

spring teams on board for it to be successful. The
app will be ready next month and programs for the
fall will start utilizing it before the end of the
school year.
Matt Barber also brought up an idea for the athletic
director to help with fundraising. All fundraisers
would go through him to streamline and simplify
the process for each group at the high school.
Matt Barber also shared with the group some ideas
he had about Leadership training and speaker
symposiums. He thinks we Could possibly get grants
to pay for the speakers and feels this could greatly
help our student leaders. We need to find resources
or maybe a list of alumni.
HFAN was amazing. But… FFA, soccer, tennis and debate
were gone. Deon is going to put it on the schedule
for the first week in March and take a chance with
basketball running for State Title. She is Still
waiting on bills and money coming in from other
schools to see how much we raised.
Counseling updates- registration and freshman
orientation went well. Counselors will now be
finishing up registration to get numbers so
administration can start the master schedule.
Scholarships are in full swing and end of the term is
this week.

